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  1. How many fundamental tastes do most Vietnamese dishes include?

Five

Four

Six

2. In which region of Vietnam which food is prepared with the strongest and boldest flavors?

Central Vietnam

Northern Vietnam

Southern Vietnam

3. Which country's cuisine has similar characteristics to Vietnamese cuisine?

China

South Korea

North Korea

4. What do Vietnamese use to replace chili pepper and add a spicy flavor to the dishes?

Wasabi

Curry

Black Pepper

5. What is the most common type of curry in Vietnamese cuisine?

Chicken curry

Goat curry
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Fish curry

6. What is NOT a common ingredient in Vietnamese cuisine?

Fish sauce

Shrimp paste

Cornflour

7. Which principle is NOT influent for Vietnamese cuisine?

Principle of five elements

Principle of yin and yang

Principle of proportionality

8. What is salt used as in a cultural concept of Vietnamese cuisine?

The connection between the worlds of the dead and the living

The element that connects all human sences

The thing that reminds of all human sufferings

9. What is the most popular Vietnamese soup?

Pho

Tom kha kai

Miso

10. What is added to the most popular Vietnamese coffee drink?

Condensed milk

Cocoa powder

Whipped cream
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Right answers

  1. How many fundamental tastes do most Vietnamese dishes include?
  Five
  2. In which region of Vietnam which food is prepared with the strongest and boldest flavors?
  Central Vietnam
  3. Which country's cuisine has similar characteristics to Vietnamese cuisine?
  China
  4. What do Vietnamese use to replace chili pepper and add a spicy flavor to the dishes?
  Black Pepper
  5. What is the most common type of curry in Vietnamese cuisine?
  Chicken curry
  6. What is NOT a common ingredient in Vietnamese cuisine?
  Cornflour
  7. Which principle is NOT influent for Vietnamese cuisine?
  Principle of proportionality
  8. What is salt used as in a cultural concept of Vietnamese cuisine?
  The connection between the worlds of the dead and the living
  9. What is the most popular Vietnamese soup?
  Pho
  10. What is added to the most popular Vietnamese coffee drink?
  Condensed milk
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